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Infinigate signs agreement with deep learning pioneer Deep Instinct to fight 
cybercrime in the Nordics 
 
Stockholm, 10 January 2022 - Value added distributor Infinigate has signed an agreement with Deep 
Instinct, the first company to apply end-to-end deep learning to cybersecurity. Infinigate’s know-how 
and support to make security everyone’s business is valued by channel partners across Europe. With 
Deep Instinct’s cutting-edge technology, Infinigate adds a prevention-first solution to its portfolio. 
The partnership covers operations in Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. 
 
Business Development Manager Johan Norén at Infinigate is excited about the cooperation: “Our 
customers are the resellers who help organisations in our markets to stop cybercrime. As we see an 
ever-increasing rate of cyberattacks resulting in serious business disruptions, we need solutions that 
helps us stay ahead of the criminals. Deep Instincts technology is ground-breaking and is an excellent 
addition to our portfolio and can serve as a complement to any existing security solution.” 
 
The financial effects of cybersecurity attacks became particularly pronounced in 2021. Attacks hit 
supply chains, financial services, and critical infrastructure, causing widespread damage. Due to these 
attacks, there has been an increased response from government and technology vendors to help 
stem the tide of ransomware attacks.  
 
By taking a prevention-first approach to stopping ransomware and other malware using the world’s 
first and only purpose-built, deep learning cybersecurity framework, Deep Instinct stops over 99% of 
unknown threats in under 20 milliseconds. 
 
Peter Johansson, Regional Sales Manager at Deep Instinct comments: “Our technique allows us to 
stop threats before they pose a threat and before they can cause any damage to an organization. 
Deep Instinct stops the accident before it happens. I am thrilled to work with Infinigate to find the 
resellers that wants to expand their security commitment and use the Deep Instinct Prevention 
Platform to help their customers be safe from cyberattacks.” 
 
ABOUT INFINIGATE 
Infinigate is a value adding distributor focusing on cybersecurity. With a portfolio of sustainable 
solutions from market leading IT security vendors Infinigate’s mission is to help resellers develop 
their security offering and reach out to companies and organisations to make their digital journey 
safer. 

In its mission to make security everyone’s business Infinigate’s know-how and support is valued by 
channel partners across Europe. 

Infinigate Group has over 500 employees and operations in 11 European countries including United 
Kingdom, France, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, and Finland. Head office is situated in Switzerland. 

Infinigate covers more than 85% of the market potential for cybersecurity in western Europe and has 
established a market leading position as value adding distributor for cybersecurity in Europe. 

 
 
  



ABOUT DEEP INSTINCT 
Deep Instinct takes a prevention-first approach to stopping ransomware and other malware using 
the world’s first and only purpose-built, deep learning cybersecurity framework. We predict and 
prevent known, unknown, and zero-day threats in <20 milliseconds, 750X faster than the fastest 
ransomware can encrypt. Deep Instinct has >99% zero-day accuracy and promises a <0.1% false 
positive rate. The Deep Instinct Prevention Platform is an essential addition to every security stack—
providing complete, multi-layered protection against threats across hybrid environments. For more 
information, visit www.deepinstinct.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter. 
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